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ABSTRACT Specification techniques for the infinite behaviour of a P/T-system are 

introduced and their expressive power is compared. In particular, fair behaviour is 

related to the wellknown liveness problem. Finally, the problem is studied how to 

implement fair behaviour using a fair occurrence rule for transitions. 
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i. Introduction 

Petri nets are frequently used to model systems performing infinite processes 

like operating systems, real time control devices, communication protocols or informa- 

tion systems. Properties and problems concerning their behaviour should therefore be 

studied by a propriate model of infinite processes. Serial process models (transition 

sequences) have many advantages over partial order processes, which is in particular 

true for notions of fairness. 

Liveness and fairness are important properties of systems. We will study their 

differences as well as their interconnections. While liveness is a commonly accepted 

notion - at least in net theory -, fairness has been studied less frequently. Never- 

theless , many properties of real systems are based on elementary notions of fairness. 

In many cases, however, such fairness properties are either not mentioned explicitly 

or identified by completely different notions. 

The classical example for a system where liveness and fairness properties are 
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introduced are the celebrated Five Dining Philosophers [Dijkstra 71] (a formulation 

of the problem can be found in [Valk 83, p. 322]). Fig. I.i without dashed lines gives 

a P/T-system called FDPhl, modellinq some interpretation of the Five Dining Philoso- 

phers' system. This net is not live: a deadlock occurs if all philosophers take their 

right-hand side fork (e.g. after the occurrence of ala2a3a4a 5 ). The net becomes live 

if picking up both forks is implemented as an atomic action. This is represented by 

replacing a i and all by the dashed transition pick i for all i~{i, .... 5}. The resulting 

P/T-system will be referenced by FDPh2 . An alternative way to avoid deadlocks consists 

in supplementing FDPhl by a common reading room where all philosophers are in their 

d l ~  thinking 

Ph~ Ph~ 

Fig. i.i: Five philosophers P/T-system: FDPhl , abstraction: FDPh2 

initial state. A door-keeper allows at most four philosophers to be in the dining room 

at the same time. This extension, which is not given here, will be referenced by 

PDPh3 . 

The behaviour of a P/T-system can be defined either as the set of all infinite 

occurrence sequences (section 2) or as some particular subset of this set. For instance, 

one might be interested in the behaviour, where philosopherl never eats for the last 

time. Such specification techniques are described in section 3. 

In FDPh2 two philosophers can behaue unfair against a third one (e.g. Ph I and 

Ph 3 against Ph2) by picking up their forks in such a way that the latter never sees 

both forks simultaneously on the table (e.g. g2 and g3 are never marked at the same 

time). As a consequence transition pick 2 of FDPh2 cannot occur. Motivated by this 

example, the problem of achieving fair behaviour is also called the "problem of 
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starvation". Using the definitions of 8Got~on 3 the fair behaviour of this system 

could be defined as the set of all infinite occurrence sequences, where all places 

di ("thinking") and e i ("eating") for i~i~5 infinitely often contain a token. 

Such a globally fair behaviour cannot be implemented without assuming a parti- 

cular ("local") occurrence rule for transitions. By the "fair occurrence rule" (f- 

rule) no transition can be enabled infinitely often without occurring. The problem 

of implementing the fair behaviour of P/T-systems under the f-rule will be studied 

in s6c~On $. Assuming this occurrence rule, we obtain for our example: 

a) FDPhl behaves fair but is not live 

b) FDPh2 is live but behaves unfair 

c) FDPh3 behaves fair and is live. 

The tight relationship of the liveness and fairness problem shown by this example 

will be discussed in 8~ot~on 4. 

2. Infinite behaviour of P/T-systems 

Let E=(S,T,F,W,m o) be a Place/Transitions system (P/T-system), where (S,T,F) 

is a net, W:F~+ is a weight function and mo:S~ is an initial marking. (Through- 

out this paper we do not use finite capacities.) 

By F(Z):={w~T* I ~m:m ~ ~ m} we denote the set of (finite) occurrence sequences 

or free Petri net language. If M E is a finite set of (terminal) markings, then 

F(Z,ME):={weT* I ~meME:mo ~ m} is the free terminal Petri net language of (Z,M E) . 

Assuming a labelling function h:T~XU {l} , then L(Z,h):={h(w) I wCF(Z)} is the lan- 

guage of (Z,h) and L(Z,ME,h) :={h(w) I w@F(Z,ME)} denotes the terminal language of 

([,ME,h) . Lcyc(Z,h):=L(Z,{mo},h) is the cyclic language of [ . A language is l-free, 

if h(t)%~ for all teT . Finally, by ~l, ~, ~, ~o we denote the families of lan- 

guages, l-free languages, terminal languages and h-free terminal languages of Petri 

nets. 

We now come to the corresponds definitions for infinite occurrence sequences. 

To this end we first recall some definitions on infinite words. An infinite sequence 
+ 

or W-word over an alphabet X is a mapping w:~ ~ X . For iCY let w(i) denote the 

i-th letter and w[i]:=w(1)w(2)...w(i) the prefix of length i~l and w[o]:=l the empty 

word. T. (w)::w(i+1)w(i+2)... is the i-th truncation of w . As usual in literature, 
1 

X W denotes the set of all N-words and X~:=X * UX ~. A set LCX ~ is said to be an w- 

language. 

The concatenation on finite words is extended to words u~X* and v~X 60 by uv:=w 
n 

with w[i]=u,Ti(w):v and i=ig(u) . Also the finite product VlV2...Vn= Z v is extended 
i=l 1 
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to the infinite case by w= z v. iff w[i]=v l...v, with i=ig(vl)+...+Ig(vj) . 
3 i=l 

There are three classical operators that allow to define sets of infinite words 

from finite words: 

a) for a language LcX* the closure or W-closure is defined by L :={weXWIw = ~ w. 
1 

and Viel~ + :w eL} i=l 
1 

examples: {a}W=aW=aaa..,ba~=baa... 

b) for a language LcX* the limit of L [Eilenberg 74] is defined by lim(L):={w~X W 1 

3i:w[i]eL} (~i denotes: "there are infinitely many iel~ such that") 

e~xamples: L l=ba* and lim(L l)=ba RL 2=a*b and lim(L 2)=2 

c) for a language LcX* the adherence of L [Boasson/Nivat 80] is defined by 

Adh (L) : ={weXW 1Vi~]q + -3veX* : w [ i ] v~L] 

examples: Adh(L 1):ba W, Adh(L 2)=a W 

All these operators are interrelated. Define for LCX ~ the prefix language Pref(L):= 

{v~X*l-3w~X~:vweL} . Then we have for arbitrary languages LcX*: Adh(L)=lim(Pref(L)) , 

LWClim(L *) and if L is prefixfree then L~=lim(L *) . A particular subbehaviour is the 

center of a language L cX* [Boasson/Nivat 80] defined by ctr(L):=Pref(Adh(L)) , which 

is the subset of those occurrence sequences of L that have an infinite continuation. 

In order to avoid deadlocks a system control has to allow only those occurrence se- 

quences that belong to the center of L . For instance consider the P/T-system [ of 

b s 3 

'O 

a s 4 h 

F ig .  2 .1 :  A P/T-system w i t h  l a b e l l e d  t r a n s i t i o n s  

Fig. 2.1 . The language of [ is L([,h)=Lo={aibJli~j~o} . Since Adh(Lo)=a W the center 

of L ~ i s  c t r ( L o ) = a *  �9 I n  f a c t ,  w h e n e v e r  t r a n s i t i o n s  t 2 o f  Z o c c u r s ,  a d e a d l o c k  s i t u a -  

t i o n  cannot be avoided furthermore. 

By FW(Z) :={w~TWlVi:w[i]~F(Z)}we denote the set of infinite occurrence sequences 

or free W-net-language of Z . LW(Z,h) :={h(w) lweFw(Z)} is the w-language or w-behaviour 
1 

of (Z,h) . If h(t)~l for all teT then the w-language is h-free. By ~W' ~W and ~w 

we denote the families of infinite occurrence sequences, h-free w-languages and w- 

languages of P/T-systems, respectively. 
W 

To give an example for the P/T-system [ of Fig. 2.1 we have FW(Z)=t I and 

W 
Lw(Z,h)=a . 

Lemma 2. i 

Let (X,h) be a P/T-system. 
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a) F~(E) =lim(F(E))=Adh(F(E)) 

b) If h is h-free then: L ([,h)=lim(L([,h))=Adh(L([,h)) 

c) There are P/T-systems ([,h) with L (Z,h) ~ lim(L([,h)) 

For the (easy) proofs (a) and (b) we refer to [Valk 83], but give a system 

satisfying (c). We redefine h of (Z,h) in Fig. 2.1 by h(tl)=h(t2)=l and then obtain: 

L (Z,h)=~ and lim(L(Z,h))=b ~ . 

We conclude this section by the following hierarchy of ~-behaviours, which is 

an analogon to the corresponding hierarchy of Petri net languages (see [Jantzen 86]). 

Theorem 2.2 

(where TYPEO60 is a family of 60-1anguages accepted by Turing machines). 

In the proof of ~ ~ ~l we again use the system ([,h)of Fig. 2.1 . First we 60 

add a new transition t 5 with W(s3,t5)=W(t5,s3)=l and redefine h by h' (tl)=h' (t2)= 

h' (t4)=l,h' (t3)=a and h' (t5)=b . Then we obtain a P/T-system (Z',h') with L:=LL0(~',h') 

=a*b W . Since a~ the 60-language L hasnotproperty (b) of Lemma 2.1 and 
l i i 

therefore does not belong to ~,I " To prove ~;~w ~ TYPE060 we define L:={a b cli=>l} . 

Then any reasonable definition of TYPEO contains L ~ . With v. :=alblc the W-word 

v:= ~ v i belongs to L W . Assume v~L60()-,h) for some P/T-system (Z,h) . Then the sequence 
i=i j 

vi)aJ+l of markings mo,ml,m2,.., where m4 is reached after the occurrence of ( ~ con- 
J i=l 

tains two elements m <m with r < s . But then also the ~-word 
r s 

s (aS+ibr+ 1 
v':=( ~ vi) )cu with u= ~ v. is in L W , which is impossible since r~s . 

1 
i=l i=r+2 

This last proof can be illustrated by showing the reader/writer-problem with unbounded 

numbers of readers to be not solvable by P/T-systems. 

3. Specification of infinite behaviour 

As mentioned in the introduction the fair behaviour of the five philosophers' 

FDPhl in Fig. 1.I is a proper subset of the w-behaviour, e.g. (ala~bl)~ P/T-system 

F (FDPhl) is not fair. In order to specify this subset we could say that a sequence 

is fair if each of the places el,...,e 5 infinitely often contains a token. The follow- 

ing definition will allow to specify such behaviour formally. 

Let be m=m(1)m(2)...eM W be an infinite sequence. (You can imagine that m is a 

sequence of 'states'). Then the infinity set In(m) :={ml I ~i:m(i)=m I is the set of 
elements of m occurring infinitely often. 
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Now we assume a finite set~={Al,...,Ak ] of finite, nonempty subsets A.CM1 

(1~iSk) to be given. The m is called 

a) 1-successful or touching for ~ , iff ~A~ BiC~ + :m(i)GA 

b) l,-successful or completely enclosed for2s , iff ~Ae~ Vie~ + :m(i)~A 

c) 2-successful or repeatedly successful for/~ , iff 3Ae~ :In(m) nA~ 

d) 2,-successful or eventually enclosed for ~ , iff 3A~ :~%In(m) CA 

e) 3-successful or eventually terminal for ~ , iff BAe~ :In(m)=A 

f) 4-successful or eventually containing for ~ , iff 3Ae~:A~In(m) 

The sets A.G/~ are called anchor Sets since the sequence m is attached in some sense l 

to them. The definitions of "i-successful sequences" come from [Landweber 69] for 

ie{i,i',2,2',3} . For practical reasons we add the case i=4 . For given anchor sets 

we have the following implications [Carstensen 86]: 

m is 4-successful ~ m is 2-successful ~ m is l-successful 

m is 3-successful ~ m is 2'-successful ~ m is 1'-successful 

We will apply the notion of successful sequence in three different ways. First, 

for a given P/T-system Z we take m=mom(1)m(2).., as infinite sequence of markings 

occurring with an infinite sequence WeF ([) of transitions. Here the anchor sets are 

finite sets of markings. Hence, given such a set /~ we define for i~{i,i',2,2',3,4} 

L~(Z,h,~) :={h(v)@X~ I veF~([) and v occurs with a corresponding sequence of 

markings that is i-successful for /~ ] . h is omitted if h=id is the identity 

map on X=T . 

i The families of these i-behaviours are denoted by ~ i i-behaviours ~W for 
- -  w" 

ie{I,i',2,2',3} of finite automata (or bounded P/T-systems) were shown in [Landweber 

69] to correspond to the Borel hierarchy for a topology on X W . 

As an exercise we specify the fair behaviour of the P/T-system FDPhl in Fig. i. 1 

as 3-behaviour. To find an appropriate set of anchor set we first define for arbitrary 

places Pi tie following subset of reachable markings R(~) : 

A(P I ..... Pk ):={ACR(Z) I Vi~{l ..... k}3meA:m(Pi) >o} . 

To specify that no philosopher ever eats for the last time (i.e. el,...,e 5 are infinite- 

ly often marked), we define /~:=A(el...,es) . Now the corresponding 'fair' behaviour 

is given by L~(FDPhI,~) . 

Let ~l' ~2' ~3 be families of languages. ~>'3 can also be a family of 

w-languages. Then we define: 

~i o ~3::{~la~Hi. I aie ~f1,Bie ~3,kC= +} 

k 

Z I o Z2:={~iAiBi l~i ~ ~l,Hi e ~2'ke~+} 

Using this notation we are able to characterize i-behaviours by the following theorem, 
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where <yc denotes the family of cyclic languages of P/T-systems. 

Theorem 3.1 

The families of i-behaviours with iC 1,1',2,2',3,4 

union and 
(a) ~ I 

cb) Z~ ' 
2 

(c) S~ 

(d) S 2 
w 

are closed under finite 

o 

= Wo ~ ~cyc 
' = ~ o ~i' 

o L0 

(e) $ 3  = I e -~3 
co o ~ 

2 
characterization of ~L0 in (c) expresses that the 2-behaviour of a P/T-system The 

is the finite union of terminal languages of P/T-systems followed by an iteration of 

a cyclic language. In (d) and (e) the cyclic language is replaced by L0-behaviours of 

finite automata. Besides such intuitive interpretation the characterization was shown 

to be useful for proving the following hierarchy [Valk 83]. It was also used in [Pelz 
3 

86] for deriving a characterization of ~ by logical formulas. 

Theorem 3.2 

The hierarchy of i-behaviours 

there are no other inclusions. 

e: 
t 
el 
t 
e~ eL 
t/t 

-~T in Fig. 3.1 is strict and complete, i.e. 

t 

t 

t/ 

Fig. 3.1: The hierarchy of i-behaviours 

To give some idea of the proof for theorem 3.2, the reader is invited to show 

that LI:=L2(Z,{O}) ~ ~3 , where [I is the P/T-system of Fig. 3.2(a) and O the zero- 
- ~3 marking, hence ~2~_~ ~w " For [2 in Fig. 3.2(b) we have L2::L (Z2)~ ~'~ , from 

which ~ ~w2 [Valk 83]. The results concerning ~4~ are from [Carstensen 86]. 

Assume now that one philosopher, say philosopher i, has priority over philoso- 

pher 2, i.e. at any time the number of occurrences of the event "start eating" (tran- 
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a) b) 

Fig. 3.2: Two counterexample P/T-systems 

sition a~ ) of philosopher 2 does not exceed the corresponding number for philosopher 1 

v (transition a I ). To model this extension we add a new place PI2 and arcs (a~,Pl 2) 

and (Pl2,a~). Since this new place is unbounded, the anchor set /~ , just defined 

before, becomes infinite. 

Therefore We introduce a new class of i-behaviours, where anchor sets only refer 

to bounded places and do not care on tokens in unbounded places. For the exact defini- 

tion we refer to [Valk 83]. For a given set~ the so-called bounded i-behaviour of a 
i 

Z is denoted by Bi(Z,h,/~)-- and the corresponding class by _~ . A similar P/T-system 

notion is used in [Mereeron 86]. The hierarchy of bounded i-behaviours is different 

from the hierarchy of i-behaviours, but similar to the corresponding hierarchy for 

nondeterministic pushdown automata [Cohen/Gold 77]. In fact, bounded places correspond 

to states in the finite control of pushdown automata, whereas unbounded places are 

weak counters. 

In applications, in particular when dealing with fairness, it may be profitable 

to base the specification of i-behaviour on events instead of markings. For instance, 

in a fair occurrence sequence of FDPhl each transition of { ' ..,a 5 el,. '} must appear in- 

finitely often. For a given set ~ of sets A icT , a P/T-system Z=(S,T,F,W,m o) and a 

map h:T~X for ie {1,1',2,2',3,4} the transitional i-behaviour of [ is defined by 

K~([,h,/~):={h(v)~XW I v~F (X) and v is i-successful for ~ }. The corresponding classes 
i 

of transitional i-behaviour are denoted by ~ 

It is remarkable that the classes ~ and ~ are identical for all i [Carsten- 

sen/Valk 85]! Their relative power and relationship to the classes 2~ i is shown in 

Fig. 3.1 . 

Theorem 3.3 

~i = ~i for all ie{I,I',2,2',3,4} . 
W 
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4. Li__ ve and fair behaviour 

All of the classes of i-behaviour, introduced in section 3, may specify the fair be- 

haviour of a P/T-system under a suitable interpretation. We now considerably simplify 

the situation and concentrate on the behaviour K~([,h,~) of a P/T-system where ~ = 

{E} with ECT , i.e. the set of all infinite occurrence sequences where all transitions 

from E appear infinitely often (among others). 

Given a P/T-system [=(S,T,F,W,mo) and a subset ECT , then the E-fair behaviour 

of ~ is defined by FairE(Z)=K~(Z,~{E})={w~F (~) I ECIn(w)} For E=~ we have FairE(Z) 

=F (Z) and if E=T , we obtain the fair behaviour of [ : Fair(Z):=FairT(Z) [ is 

called E-fair and fair , if F (Z)=FairE(Z) and F (Z)=Fair(Z) , respectively. Z is 

fair, if there are no infinite occurrence sequences with finite occurrence numbers 

of some transitions. 

If [ is E-fair, then the initial marking m has the following property to be 
o 

"E-continual". A mirking m of a P/T-system Z=(S,T,F,W,mo) is E-continual, if there is 

an infinite occurrence sequence v~T W starting in m with Ec In(v) . m is said to be 

continual if m is ~-continual, i.e. if there is at least one infinite occurrence se- 

quence in Zm:=(S,T,F,W,m) , hence F (Z m) ~ ~ . 

Since we have no finite capacities (or represent them with the aid of complemen- 

tary places), the set CONTINUAL(E) is right-closed. A set KC~ s of vectors is right- 

closed if m~K and m'~m (~ componentwise) implies m'@K . The sets NOTDEAD of nondead 

markings and UNBOUNDED of unbounded markings are other examples of right-closed sets. 

The set of minimal elements of a right-closed set K is called the residue set res(K) := 

{meK I (m'~KAm'$m) ~m'=m} of K . As shown in [Valk/Jantzen 85] res(K) is finite for 

all right-closed sets K and effectively computable for Ke{CONTINUAL(E), NOTDEAD, 

UNBOUNDED} . 

This implies that for given P/T-system [ and marking m it can be decided whether 

there is some infinite occurrence sequence v@T ~ such that all t~E appear infinitely 

often. Furthermore from Z=(S,T,F,W,mo) with mo@K a system ZK=(S,T',F',W',m o) can be 

effectively constructed such that in Z K exactly those markings are reachable that are 

reachable in Z when [ does not leave K . Furthermore, the occurrence sequences of [K 

are essentially those of [ when restricted to K [Valk/Jantzen, Theorem 4.2]. There- 

fore Z K is called the K-restricted P/T-system. 

To give an example, if K=CONTINUAL:=CONTINUAL(@) , then [K is deadlock-free and 

has exactly the deadlock-free subbehaviour of Z . Hence, the K-restriction [K of 

can be seen as supplementing [ with a control unit to implement a desired behaviour 
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(here deadlock freeness). Consider for instance the P/T-system [ in Fig. 4.1 represen- 

ting the wellknown banker's problem 6f Dijkstra as given in [Brineh Hansen 73]. 

Ip Cp 

Fig. 4.1: The banker's system 

rat or n ['~1 

( 
IQ 

l o a n  

c : b an k e r ' s  

~ r a ~ t  

CQ 

c la im 

c a s h  

IFI c R 

of c u s t o m e r  Q 

The banker's problem was given in [Dijkstra 68] as an example of a resource 

sharing problem. A banker wishes to share a fixed capital c among a fixed number of 

n customers. The maximal claim of customer i is c. . The banker will accept a customer 
l 

if his claim does not exceed his initial capital, i.e.c. $ e . The customers borrow 
l 

the money unit by unit and return all the loan money some time after the maximal claim 

c was reached. Sometimes it may be necessary for a customer to wait before he can 
1 

borrow another unit of money, but the banker guarantees that the customer will get 

the money after some finite time. 

The problem for the banker is to avoid deadlock situations, i.e. states where 

neither the banker has any money himself nor any customer has get enough money to 

return his credit. There may be situations which are not deadlocks themselves, but 

unavoidably lead to a deadlock. Therefore to avoid deadlocks, it is not sufficient to 

look whether the next step leads to a deadlock directly. Dijkstra introduced the notion 

of 'safe' states. A state is safe if there is at least one continuation of actions 

from this state leading to a proper termination of all credit transactions. For the 

banker it is therefore important to know the safe states. 

For the P/T-system of the banker's problem in Fig. 4.1 safe states are identical 

with T-continual markings. By the following four S-invariant equations of this P/T- 

system, il:m(c) + m(1p) + m(iQ) + m(1R) = i0 

i2:m(ip) + m(Cp) = 8 

i3:m(iQ) + m(cQ) = 3 

i4:m(l R) + m(c R) : 9 , 

the knowledge of (m(Cp), m(CQ), m(cR)) is sufficient to uniquely describe any reachable 

marking m . Fig. 4.2 shows the set of reachable markings in this 3-dimensional repre- 

sentation. For instance, the initial marking is represented by the point (8,3,9). 24 
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(0,3,91 
(0,0,9) i �9 ~l_z'..~; s-~.._Z'.r-~..._Za r-Z~1 ~ ' I  M I l l  i.P,! u u .P,~ n.Po~i i.Po~ u .P,! J m .P,! n 

imi. ,,m m mm~ r~ ~i m mm~. e.~a um mm*j~ ~a n ~..",:anmm mm'~! a m mm'~! a 

mm!W!(i'| !!.Ii'|I!.|!!!.:!! 
m u i R  ~ i i mu b w i i  ~.?_~ H l m~,,'~ H n u ;~ Iwiu m~..'~ H i iu~.,'~ H 
imimmpnimiplmnui'dmpi'dmini',~mipMm 

( s , 3 , 9 )  

mE 

,]} 

2T 
l I, (s,~,o) 

8,0,0) / / / v v v w / [s,0,0) 

Fig. 4.2: T-continual markings of the banker's system 

of these markings are deadlocks. The 137 T-continual markings are represented as white 

circles, which contain a cross if they are minimal. These ten minimal markings repre- 

sent the residue res(K) of K=CONTINUAL(T) intersected with the reachability set. As 

shown in [Hauschildt/Valk 86] these 10 vectors can be obtained from only three vectors 

(0,1,9), (0,2,8), (0,3,7). 

Hence the knowledge of three vectors is sufficient for the banker to avoid dead- 

locks by granting money in the wrong time. (Remember that T-continual markings are the 

'safe' states of [Dijkstra 681!) From this example we learn another aspect of fairness. 

The banker behaves fair against the customers by granting resources in such a way that 

every customer is able to perform his task! 

In the introduction we saw that the properties of fairness and liveness are not 

independent for P/T-systems. We therefore will now have a closer look at these proper- 

ties. 

For any P/T-system E=(S,T,F,W,m o) and a marking m the set of markings reachable 

from m is denoted by R(m):={m' I 3w~T* m ~ m'} . R(Z):=R(m ) is the reachability set 
o 

of E .A marking m of E is live if for any tat and mlCR(m) there is some m2eR(ml) such 

that t is enabled at m 2 . E is live if the initial marking m ~ is live. 

To compare this property of E with the property of fairness we also give a dif- 

ferent but equivalent definition for liveness where m ~ denotes that w can occur from 

m : 

(I) E is live or behaves live iffVt~TVmSR(E)3wCT~: m w At@In(w) 

(II) [ is fair or behaves fair if{ Vt~TVm~R(Z)Vw~T~ m w ~ t~In(w) 

The difference between these nmtions becomes clear if you recognize that liveness 
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means the "potential occurrence" of all transitions, whereas fairness denotes the 

"actual occurrence" of all transitions. To apply the construction of a K-restricted 

P/T-system it would be necessary that the set LIVE of all live markings is right- 

closed. This is, however, not the case as the P/T-system of Fig. 4.3(b) shows. The 

indicated initial marking mo is live, but by adding a token to s 4 we obtain a marking 

m I that is not live such that ml>m X 

s I 

N 1 

s S 

a) 

Fig. 4.3 : TWO P/T-systems 

/ N 2 

2 

s 3 

b) 

Obviously the system N[ of Fig. 4.3(a) is not live, but there is a subset of 

F(Z) which is live (i.e. forbid two successive occurrences of a or b ). Therefore it 

would be important to have a general procedure to construct a control for a P/T-system 

such that the system becomes live. To this end we mention the following relation be- 

tween live and T-continual markings. 

Theorem 4.1 

For a P/T-system [ a marking 

T-continual. 

m is live if and only if all markings of R(m) are 

By this theorem we obtain the maximal live subbehaviour (see [Valk/Jantzen 85]) 

of a P/T-system, if we construct a control unit that disallows all occurrences of 

transitions that would transform a marking m ~ CONTINUAL(T) into a marking outside 

of this set! Hence for any P/T-system [ with initial marking m ~K=CONTINUAL , the K- 
o 

restricted system Z K is automatically live and has the "maximal live" subbehaviour 

of Z . To be more precise, [K is not live in the strict sense, since we introduce 

'copies'of transitions. But if we define the same label h(t) for these copies, we can 

use the following variant of definition (I): 

(III) a labelled P/T-system (~,h) where h:T~X is live, iff 

Vx~XVm~R(Z) 5weTS: m ~ Axe In (h(w)) 

Using this definition and the result on K-restricted P/T-systems, we can formulate: 

Theorem 4.2 

For any P/T-system [=(S,T,F,~mo) with F (Z)~ a live and labelled P/T-system 

(Z',h) can be constructed such that L(Z',h) OF(Z) is maximal with respect to the 
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Fig. 4.4 : 

2 

s2 ~ s3 

A live labelled P/T-system 

property of liveness. 

N S 

Applying to the non-live P/T-system [=N 1 of Fig. 4.3(a), this construction 

gives the live labelled P/T-system Z'=N 3 of Fig. 4.4 . Note that Z' has the maximal 

live subbehaviour of Z .. This is not the case for E l in Fig. 4.3(b), since bac ~L(Z') 

but bac ~ F(Z I) . 

5. Fair occurrence rules 

In the preceeding sections we have studied the fair behaviour of P/T-systems. 

As in the case of live behaviour in section 4 we are interested to find some kind of 

control to implement fair behaviour. As discussed in the introduction this will be 

done by introducing two different fair occurrence rules for transitions. These occur- 

rence rules may be thought of to be implemented in hardware or in the compiler of some 

programming languages. On the basis of fair occurrence rules the user of the hardware 

or the programmer will try to model systems or write programs that behave fair. In 

other words, fair processes are generated by fair systems. 

Let Z=(S,T,F,W,mo) be a P/T-system and v~F (Z) an infinite occurrence sequence 

producing the infinite sequence mo,ml,m2,.., of markings. 

v is productive if any transition teT that is enabled permanently from some step on 

d occurs infinitely often in v: Vt~T(3 V : m. ~teIn(v)) 
i j~i 3 

v is fair if any transition teT that is enabled infinitely often occurs infinitely 

often in v: Vt~T(~j : mj ~teIn(v)) 

A transition rule that disallows nonproductive and unfair occurrence sequences 

is called p-rule and f-rule, resp. The p-rule is also known as "finite delay proper- 

ty" and "just transition rule". To give some examples, (dlala;bl)W. is not productive 

in FDPhl (Fig. 1.1) and (ac) ~ is productive but not fair in Fig. 5.1 . 
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Fig. 5.1: P/T-system with unfair behaviour 

Fair occurrence rules are sometimes assumed in unexpected contexts. For instance, 

in the "alternating-bit-protocol" the noisy half-duplex channel is modelled by two 

transitions, one for the correct transmission of data items (say, transition a) and 

another (say, transition b)) for producing an error message. The alternating-bit- 

protocol is not correct, when the ordinary transition rule is used. In fact, if tran- 

sition b always occurs from some time one, the transmission of data stops. Hence the 

occurrences of errors are assumed to be 'fair', i.e. after some finite time the channel 

works correctly again. Therefore we have to assume the f-rule in all usual implement~ 

ations of the alternating-bit-protocol. 

By L~r~ I veF ([) is productive} we denote the behaviour of a 

labelled P/T-system (Z,h) under the p-rule and Lfair([,h) :={h(v)SXW I v@F ([) is fair} . 

~prod ~fai~ 
The corresponding families of languages are denoted by and . Since 

w 
every fair occurrence sequence is also productive, we have for any (~,h): L~r~ 

c Lfair(z,h) 

On the other hand, by a rather complicated construction in [Carstensen 82] it 

has been shown that every behaviour under the p-rule can be also obtained by another 

system under the f-rule: 

Theorem 5.1 

~ prod f a i r  

A more important question is, however, whether every fair behaviour of a P/T- 

system can be generated by the p-rule. More precisely, given a P/T-system Z , is there 

a (labelled) P/T-system (Zl,h) such that LPr~ = Fair(Z) ? This can be inter- 
W 

preted as follows: we assume a given system Z and a specification of its fair be- 

haviour Fair(Z) CF (Z) , but we have no idea how to implement it. On the other hand, 

we assume to have a programming environment that allows to run P/T-systems under the 

p-rule. Then the system ([',h) would be an implementation of Fair ([) in this environ- 

ment. 

Since Fair (9 is a particular case of transitional 4-behaviour, the problem is 
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solved by the following theorem from [Carstensen/Valk 85]: 

Theorem 5.2 

/<~ C --~d p r ~  

By this theorem and other results from [Carstensen/Valk 85], the hierarchies 

of Fig. 3.1 obtain ~prod as common top element, i.e. we also have ~4 C ,2 "pr~ 

and ~I C ~prodw . The constructive proof of theorem 5.2 is, however, of less prac- 

tical value, since the resulting P/T-system is not deadlock free in general, even if 

the original net has this property. Therefore we now restrict our investigations to 

deadlock free systems, for which a solution exists too. 

A p/T-system Z is deadlock free if in any reachable marking m~R([) at least one 

transition is enabled. Equivalently all mCR(Z) are continual, i.e. R(Z) CCONTINUAL(~) . 

In our next theorem we have to use l-transitions, i.e. transitions t with h(t)=~ 

(that do not appear in the behavioral description of the system). But we require that 

after the occurrence of a l-transition the next transition is l-free. Such systems are 

called l-prompt. 

Theorem 5.3 

For every P/T-system [ having the fair behaviour FairE([ ) a deadlock free, l- 

prompt and labelled system (El,h) can be effectively constructed that has ~-behaviour 

FairE(Z ) under the p-rule: FairE(Z) = LPr~ . 
W 

The proof in [Carstensen 84] is based on the result on residue sets. It is suf- 

ficient to choose E:{t] and (since ~4 ~ 2 = , see Fig. 3.1) to prove the theorem 
w 

for L= K2(Z,{t})~ instead of FairE(Z) . Let R={r l,...,r k} be the residue set of 

CONTINUAL({t}) which is nonempty. Furthermore by the result on K-restricted P/T-systems 

in section 4 we can assumathat R(Z) CCONTINUAL({t}) . By definition of CONTINUAL({t}) 

5 " :  

0 [] 
�9 G 

S T 

,>  

5- : 

I 

S T 

Vrk t 

Fig. 5.2: Construction for theorem 5.3 
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for every marking reR, some finite occurrence sequence v GT* can be computed with 
v t r 

~r'eR: r r>m and m>r ' . In the transformation of Z into E l in Fig. 5.2 copies (marked 

by a cross) of all Vrlt, .... Vrkt are introduced. Clearly, besides the additional arcs 

drawn in Fig. 5.2 all original arcs to places in S are assumed. All transitions of 

with the exception of t have Po as side condition. Hence they are blocked when Po is 

empty. In E l every productive occurrence sequence v must contain infinitely often the 

l-transition tl and hence some of the copies of t must also occur infinitely often. 

Moreover, every sequence in L is also in LPr~ ) and vice versa. 

To compare this general result with a wellknown special solution, we consider 

the fair implementation of distributed mutual exclusion of two processes A and B in 

Fig. 5.3: Fair distributed mutual exclusion 

in Fig. 5.3 . The critical section is specified by double circles. A and B communicate 

only by messages via channels on the dashed line. At most one process can have access 

to the critical region, namely the process that is owning the token in place a or b . 

To keep the net simple, transitions marked by a,b,x or y are assumed to be enabled 

only if the corresponding place is unmarked. This can be easily implemented by comple- 

mentary places for a,b,x and y . In the given marking of Fig. 5.3 process A has access 

to the critical section, while process B has not. However, process B can fire the tran- 

sition marked by b , which sends a request to process A in place x . When leaving the 

critical section, process A will then pass the token to the place b instead of back 

to place a , and B has access, too. The net is modelled after an idea in [Raynal 85] 

modifying the solution of [Ricard/Agrawala 81]. 
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Since the P/T-net of Fig..5.3 behaves fair under the p-rule, it is of interest 

to compare it with the general construction of theorem 5.3 . TO this end we start by 

the unfair distributed mutual exclusion of Fig. 5.4 . 

A 

I" 

I 

I 

Fig. 5.4: Unfair distributed mutual exclusion 

< 

E 

(=x) 

B 

t 

i 

i 
/ 

S 

Fig. 5.5: Application of theorem 5.3 
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Process A can pass the token to B , but also can refuse to do so (under the p- 

rule). Hence the system is not fair under the p-rule (but would be under the f-rule). 

Therefore we apply the construction of Fig. 5.2 to transition t in Fig. 5.4 . The re- 

sulting net is given in Fig. 5.5 . Again, to simplify the construction only the case 

is represented, where A is in the critical section. Then after the occurrence of the 

l-transition, either transition t can occur (if the token is in b ) or a sequence v 1 

is enabledtwhich is marked by a dashed line and crossed transitions. All these tran- 

sitions are copies of existing ones, which are blocked by the empty side condition Po " 

In the construction of theorem 5.3 all transitions having no cross and different from 

t are to be blocked, but in our case it is sufficient to block only the transitions 

bearing a black corner in their square symbol. Finally, by the occurrence of the 

(crossed) copy of t place Po will be marked again. In the general case, the same con- 

struction has to be performed also for other reachable markings, which is not necessary 

in this particular case. 

The similarities of the solutions of Figs. 5.3 and 5.5 are obvious: when leaving 

his critical section, process A is forced to pass the token to B . The differences lie 

in the cause of this action: in the first case the action is initialized by a request 

from B , whereas in the second case by some eventual occurrence of the l-transition. 

In [Roucairol 86] a result similar to theorem 5.3 is given using FIFO-nets. For 

instance, the example for implementing mutual exclusion can be interpreted in a similar 

way as the solution of Fig. 5.3 . 

At the end of this section we mention some other proposals for fair occurrence 

rules. We saw in section i that the ordinary P/T-system of the five dining philosophers 

Lfair(FDPh2,id). FDPh2 behaves not fair under the fair occurrence rule, i.e. Fair(FDPh2) 

This would not be the case if we also take into account transitions that are enabled 

after some immediate steps. 

Let m be a marking of a P/T-system Z and k~ ~ . Then a transition t@T is called 

k-enabled in m , if there is some v~T* of length at most k such t~t vt is enabled in 

m . t is called co-enabled in m , if v can be of arbitrary length. An infinite occurrence 

sequence vCFw(E) is called k-productive and k-fair for k~l~ ::~ U {~] if in the defi- 

nitions of productive and fair, respt., the word "enabled" is replaced by "k-enabled" 

[Best 83]. 

Theorem 5.4 

For any P/T-system Z a number ko~ can be effectively computed such that for 

all occurrence sequences vCFw(E) : (v is ~-fair) ~ (v is ko-productive) . 
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Corollary 5.5 

For any p/T-system [ and veFw(E) : (v is o~-fair) ~ (Vk~ : v is k-fair) 

The corollary is from [Best 83] whereas the stronger theorem is proven in [Car- 

stensen 86] again by using the theory of residue sets. Note that the sets of all mark- 

ings for which a transition is k-enabled is right-closed and that the finite residue 

set R t can be computed. 

By the following program P from [Best 83] 

program P = s := I ~ 

do x: true ~ s :: S+2 

y: true ~ s := s-1 

t: (s=0) ~ s := s od. 

corollary 5.5 is not true for general models of concurrent systems having the power of 

Taring machines: the infinite occurrence sequence (xy) W is k-fair for any k~ but not 

o~-fair. 

In [Merceron 86] a notion of fairness for occurrence nets is discussed. A process 

of a P/T-net is considered to be fair if all associated occurrence sequences are fair. 

Though this may be a useful notion, it can have the drawback that (unfair) occurrence 

sequences are taken into account which actually do not appear for a participant of the 

system (e.g. a philosopher). The reason lies in the fact that processes of P/T-systems 

do not reflect enabled transitions that do not occur. This is another hint that occur- 

rence sequences are more adequate to study fairness problems. The notion of 'objective' 

case in [Reisig 86] might be able to combine both aspects, but makes sense for some 

subclasses of nets only. 

A further notion of fairness is based on synchronic distances [Lautenbach 77]. 

Two transitions are in a fair relation if there exists a positive integer k such that 

neither of them can fire more then k times without firing the other. This approach is 

further studied in [Murata/Wu 85]. 
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